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Influence of dipolar defects on switching behavior in ferroelectrics
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By including the contributions of dipolar defects in the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory, we have
simulated the domain switching process in ferroelectrics. The model incorporates elastic effects in the form of
an anisotropic long-range interaction that is obtained by integrating out the strain fields, subject to the elastic
compatibility constraint. The defects are simulated by considering an inhomogeneous electric field due to
randomly placed coarse-grained dipoles. It is shown that these defects act as nuclei for the formation of 90°
twinned structures, resulting in a lower coercive field compared to the defect-free case. Due to these defects,
the simulated polarization switching occurs by two successive 90° rotations, rather than a single 180° flipping
as in the defect-free case.
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The spontaneous polarization in ferroelectrics can be
versed when a strong electric field is applied opposite to
polarization direction. It is crucial to understand the deta
of this switching process in order to produce better mater
for memory devices. It has been recognized that the swi
ing process is influenced by the presence of defects w
are present in the form of vacancies and dopants.1 Due to the
localized nucleation of domains of reversed polarization,
experimentally measured coercive field is usually sma
than the intrinsic value predicted by the simple one
dimensional~1D! Landau theory. A recent work indicate
that the intrinsic coercive field can be realized in
Langmuir-Blodgett polymer film, which is thin enough t
bypass localized nucleation.2

The exact mechanism of polarization switching is, ho
ever, still lacking at the moment. Although some interest
simulations on defect-free systems have been reported3 a
more realistic model is needed, which can take into acco
the defect nucleation and the motion of domain walls, as w
as the influence of elastic strain.

Time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau~TDGL! equations
have been used to study pattern formation
ferroelectrics.4–6 These works, however, have focused on
on the domain pattern formation aspects and did not atte
to describe switching phenomena and the role played by
fects. In this paper, we report a simulation study of polari
tion switching in ferroelectrics, based on the TDGL a
proach. Specifically, we will address the issue of nucleat
from localized dipolar defects and the influence of elas
long-range interactions.

The 3D Ginzburg-Landau free energy for ferroelect
systems has been given before.7 In this work, we restrict
ourselves to a 2D system undergoing a square to recta
transition, which is analogous to the cubic to tetrago
phase transition in 3D. The total free energy is written as

F5E drW@ f l1 f g1 f el1 f es1 f ext1 f d#, ~1!

where f l is the local free-energy density given by
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and f g is the gradient energy,

f g5
g1

2 F S ]Px

]x D 2

1S ]Py

]y D 2G1
g2

2 F S ]Px

]y D 2

1S ]Py

]x D 2G
1 g3 S ]Px

]x D S ]Py

]y D . ~3!

It has been shown that the gradient energy may be obta
as a local approximation to the dipole-dipole interaction1

The termf el represents the usual elastic energy of the squ
system. We consider the bulk strainf15(hxx1hyy)/A2, de-
viatoric strain f25(hxx2hyy)/A2, and shear strainf3
5hxy5hyx . Hereh i j is the linear elastic strain tensor give
as h i j 5

1
2 (]ui /]xj1]uj /]xi). The elastic free energy ca

then be written as

f el5
a1

2
f1

21
a2

2
f2

21
a3

2
f3

2 , ~4!

wherea1 , a2, anda3 are constants that can be expressed
terms of linear combinations of elastic constants of the s
tem. The coupling energyf es may be written as

f es52q1f1~Px
21Py

2!2q2f2~Px
22Py

2!2q3f3PxPy .
~5!

Here q1 , q2, and q3 are constants that are related to t
electrostrictive constants of the system. The termf ext is
given by f ext52EW ext•PW . The amplitude of fieldEW ext is a
tunable parameter in our simulations for studying polari
tion switching. The termf d represents the free-energy co
tribution due to randomly distributed coarse-grained dipo
defects given asf d52EW d•PW , whereEW d52¹W Vd . The po-
tential Vd represents a configuration of randomly placed
poles given as

Vd~rW i !5(
j

nd F q0~rW j !

urW i2~rW j1dW j !u
2

q0~rW j !

urW i2~rW j2dW j !u
G . ~6!

Here q0(rW j ) represents the coarse-grained charge anddW (rW j )
the displacement associated with the defect dipole cent
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 012103
at rW j . We assume that the system reaches mechanical e
librium very fast so that we may integrate out the elas
fields, subject to the elastic compatibility constraint.8 In
terms of the strain componentsf1 , f2, andf3, the elastic
compatibility relation is given as

¹2f12S ]2

]x22
]2

]y2Df22A8
]2

]x]y
f350. ~7!

To incorporate the elastic compatibility constraint, we co
sider an effective elastic part of the free energyFe f f5Fel
1Fes1Fcons, with Lagrangian multiplierl, where

Fel5E dkW H a1

2
uf1~kW !u21

a2

2
uf2~kW !u21

a3

2
uf3~kW !u2J ,

~8!

Fes52E dkW$q1G1~kW !f1~2kW !1q2G2~kW !f2~2kW !

1q3G3~kW !f3~2kW !% ~9!

Fcons5E dkW$l~kW !@2k2f1~2kW !1~kx
22ky

2!f2~2kW !

1A8kxkyf3~2kW !#%. ~10!

Herek25kx
21ky

2 andG1(kW ), G2(kW ), andG3(kW ) are, respec-
tively, the Fourier transforms ofPx

21Py
2 , Px

22Py
2 , and

PxPy . The condition of mechanical equilibrium and th
compatibility relation demandsdFe f f /df i50 (i 51,2,3)
anddFe f f /dl50. Since the square to rectangular transiti
does not involve shear strain and the bulk strain is isotro
the first and third terms in Eq.~5! do not have much influ-
ence on the characteristics of the domain formation.
computational simplicity, we will consider only the devia
toric strain coupling, i.e.,q1→0 andq3→0; using the equi-
librium conditions, the free energyFe f f can be expressed i
Fourier space as

Fe f f5
q2

2

2a2
E dkWH~kW !uG2~kW !u2, ~11!

where H(kW )5@h1
2(kW )/a1h2

2(kW )22h2(kW )1h3
2(kW )/b#. The

quantitiesh1(kW )5k2Q(kW ), h2(kW )5$12(kx
22ky

2)Q(kW )%, and

h3(kW )52A8kxkyQ(kW ), with Q(kW ) defined as

Q~kW !5
~kx

22ky
2!

@k4/a1~kx
22ky

2!218kx
2ky

2/b#
. ~12!

We have introduced the dimensionless constantsa5a1 /a2
andb5a3 /a2.

The effective interaction derived above is strongly dire
tion dependent and is crucial to describe the domain w
orientations. Similar anisotropic interactions have been c
sidered in context of martensitic transformations.9,10

As we wish to study heterogeneous nucleation, a dyna
cal formalism is needed to describe the nonequilibrium
fects associated with domain switching. Here the TDG
01210
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model for the polarization fields is used. We introdu
rescaled time variablest* 5(tua1uL) (a1,0) (L is the ki-
netic coefficient! and space variable rW* 5rW/f (f
5Ag1 /aua1u), wherea is a dimensionless constant. The p
larization field is transformed asPx5PRu and Py5PRv,
wherePR5Aua1u/a11 is the remnant polarization of the ho
mogeneous state without elastic effects. With this set of n
malized parameters, the dimensionless TDGL equations
given as

u,t* 5u2u32duv21au,x* x* 1bu,y* y* 1cv,x* y* 1ex1ex

2guE dkW* H~kW* !G~kW* !exp~2 ikW* •rW* !,

v,t* 5v2v32dvu21av,y* y* 1bv,x* x* 1cu,x* y* 1ey1ey

1gvE dkW* H~kW* !G~kW* !exp~2 ikW* •rW* !. ~13!

Here,eW5EW ext /(PRua1u) is the rescaled external electric fie
and eW is the rescaled electric field due to the dipoles, w
q* 0(rW* )5@q0(rW)/PRf2ua1u#. The constants defined areb
5(g2 /ua1uf2), c5(g3 /ua1uf2), d5(a12/a11), and g

5(q2
2/a11f

2a2). The quantityG(kW* ) is the Fourier trans-
form of (u22v2).

We now describe the details of our simulations on t
switching behavior. Equation~13! is discretized using the
Euler scheme on a 1283128 grid. Periodic boundary condi
tions are applied in bothx* andy* directions, corresponding
to a clamped infinite system. The space discretization s
Dx* 5Dy* 51 and the time intervalDt* 50.02. The param-
eter values chosen for the simulation ared50.5 and g
50.05. The gradient coefficients are chosen asa5b5c52.
Similarly, we choose the elastic parameters asa5b51. For
the defect fieldeW , we takeq* 0 to be uniformly distributed in
the interval@0.01,0.03#. The charge separationdW * can take
the value (6c,0) or (0,6c), wherec is a random number
uniformly distributed in the interval@0.08,0.1#. The defect
field is initialized by selecting random points on the discre
grid. We choose the number of defects to bend581
(;0.5% of the total points on the discrete grid!. Then, the
electric field due to these defects is calculated at each
point. We start the simulations by taking a trial singl
domain configuration u(rW* ,t* 50)54, v(rW* ,t* 50)50,
andex(t50)525. Under the external electric field, the tri
configuration rapidly evolves into a single-domain state w
the polarization in the positivex* direction ~except in the
vicinity of the defects, where the polarization field is di
torted, according to the defect field!. After every interval of
tw* 550 (2500 iterations!, the electric field is changed with
time asex(t* )525250(t* /tmax* ), wheretmax* 510 000 is the
total number of time steps. Figure 1 displays sequence
domain snapshots for different values oft* and ex . The
direction of the arrow shows the local polarization directi
and the length of the arrows is proportional to the magnitu
of PW . In Fig. 1~a!, we can see a single domain poled alo
the 1x* direction, corresponding tot* 54499 and ex
3-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 012103
52.75. However, at defect sites, polarization inhomoge
ities are observed. As we quasistatically decrease the
further, we find that the polarization decreases almost ins
taneously in response to change inex . However, as the field
value reachesex52, some of the polarization inhomogen
ities nucleate orthogonally polarized domains. In Fig. 1~b!
(t* 54749, ex51.5), we can see a well-developed doma
pattern with 90° as well as 180° twin boundaries. Notice t

FIG. 1. Pattern evolution for the simulated quasistatic switchi
The snapshots correspond to~a! t* 54499, ex52.75; ~b! t*
54749, ex51.5; ~c! t* 55049, ex50; ~d! t* 55110, ex520.5;
~e! t* 55115, ex520.5; ~f! t* 55249, ex521; ~g! t*
58499, ex5217.25;~h! t* 59249, ex5221.
01210
-
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n-

t

there are head to head as well as head to tail configurati
This is in agreement with recent experiments where char
domain walls have been observed in bulk multidomain sin
crystals.11 It is believed that charged domain walls may
stabilized due to charged defects. On decreasing the
further, the orthogonally polarized domains grow by sid
ways motion. The 180° domain walls also move in order
get rid of head-head and tail-tail domain walls. This grow
can be clearly seen by comparing Fig. 1~b! with Fig. 1~c!
~corresponding tot* 55049 andex50). Figures 1~d! (t*
55110) and 1~e! (t* 55115) show the nucleation an
growth of domains with reversed polarization when the fie
value becomesex520.5. It is clear that these domain
nucleate at the 90° twin boundaries. The nucleation of
verse polarization domains from 90° twin boundaries h
indeed been observed in recent experiments on lead zirco
titnate thin films.12 The nucleated reverse domains grow a
isotropically along the twin boundary, as reported in the e
periments of Ganpuleet al.12 As we can see, contrary to th
classical picture of 180° polarization flipping, the growth
reversed domains occurs by 90° reorientations in our sim
lations. Figure 1~f! shows the domain pattern att* 55249
and ex521. Thus, even beyond the coercive field (ec

;20.5), complete reversal is not achieved as the defe
tend to pin the domain pattern. In Fig. 1~g! we can see that a
t* 58499 andex5217.25. The reversed polarization do
mains grow sideways at the expense of orthogonally po
ized domains. Finally, when the external field is hig
enough, we get a single-domain state of the reversed p
as shown in Fig. 1~h! (t* 59249, ex5221). We continue
decreasing the field untilt* 5t* max and ex5225. The re-
verse cycle is studied by increasing the field in the same w
until ex525, starting from the final single-domain configu
ration atex5225.

The hysteresis loop, obtained by computing the aver
x* component of the rescaled polarization^u&, is plotted in
Fig. 2~a!. Also plotted in Fig. 2~a! is the hysteresis loop
corresponding to the case without defects. We observe
due to the nucleation of 90° domains, the coercive field
the loop with defects is less than half of the coercive field
the defect-free case. It is also interesting to note that wit
the range shown in Fig. 2~a!, the curves for the defect-fre
case and the case with defects do not coincide. We hav
go to much higher field values for the two curves to mat
This is due to the fact that defects pin the domain wa
Another interesting consequence of the dipolar defects is
dependence of the hysteresis loop on the waiting timetw* . In
Fig. 2~b!, we plot the hysteresis loops obtained from iden
cal simulations but with different values of waiting time
We can see that the coercive field seems to increase a
waiting time is decreased. This behavior has also been
served in experiments on ceramics and single crystals.13,14

The waiting time dependence can be understood on the b
of the defect nucleation mechanism. If the waiting times
short, the nucleated domains have no time to grow, ther
delaying the switching process.

To summarize, we have studied the influence of dipo

.

3-3
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FIG. 2. Plots of̂ u& vs ex showing the hysteresis loops:~a! the simulated loops for the case with defects~solid line! and the defect-free
case~dashed line!; ~b! the waiting time dependence of the loops for the case with defects fortw* 550 ~solid line!, tw* 55 ~dashed line!, and
tw* 51 ~dot-dashed line!.
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defects on switching in ferroelectrics, based on the TD
approach. We find that defects have a remarkable effec
the hysteresis; in particular, the coercive field is reduced
to nucleation events which assist the polarization rever
We also find that switching occurs by successive 90° ro
tions for a clamped system. Recent ultraso
measurements15 on PZN-PT single crystals have demo
M.
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strated that such a mechanism may indeed be occurrin
some ferroelectrics. We also observe the dependence o
coercive field on waiting time, in accordance with seve
reported experiments.
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